Globe: A Wide-Area Distributed System

The Internet’s spectacular growth has the potential to connect a billion computers into an integrated distributed system that offers numerous applications for science, commerce, education, and entertainment. The hardware and communications infrastructure needed is rapidly being deployed, but the software infrastructure is still lacking. We propose Globe: a novel scalable infrastructure for a massive worldwide distributed system.

Currently, designers build applications on top of a limited number of communication services. On the Internet, for example, this means that applications communicate mainly through transmission-control protocol (TCP) connections, but otherwise must implement all additional services themselves, including services for naming, replication, migration, fault tolerance, and security.

As a further example, consider the World Wide Web (see the sidebar on World Wide Web documents). The Web implements its own communication protocol, hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), on top of TCP. It uses a tailor-made naming system based on uniform resource locators (URLs). Replication is supported in the form of caches that are part of Web proxies—they cannot be used for other applications (cache-coherence protocols rely on Web-page attribute fields). Unfortunately, few measures have been taken to handle broken links and server crashes. Although security has been proposed in the form of a universal HTTP extension, proprietary solutions such as SSL from Netscape are taking shape. Other Internet applications such as e-mail and Usenet news each have their own software models and infrastructure, but no commonality exists among any of them.

Consequently, building new wide-area applications is difficult. First, too much effort is repeatedly spent on implementing common or standard services that should have already been there. Second, with application-specific services, interoperability between different applications can be difficult or even impossible.

Instead, we propose a different approach. Rather than developing applications directly on top of the transport layer, we want a software infrastructure that provides us with a set of common distribution services. The main requirement is that this infrastructure, or middleware, can scale to support a billion users all over the world.

Scalable middleware requirements

Our solution lies in the development of a wide-area distributed system called Globe (visit http://www.cs.vu.nl/~steen/globe/). We aim to meet three major design objectives: provide a uniform model for distributed computing, support a flexible implemen-
An example: scalable World Wide Web documents

To illustrate the benefits of our approach, we consider how Globe facilitates support for scalable Web documents. A Web document is taken to be a collection of logically related pages, including their icons, sounds, applets, and so on.

Proposals for caching or replicating Web documents tend to treat pages alike in the sense that the semantics of a document are not taken into account. Documents and their pages are treated differently only by considering metadata such as access statistics, times of modification, and other relevant information. Alternatively, some solutions are tailored to a specific class of documents and are not universally applicable.

As Web documents are becoming more diverse, it is clear that it will be hard to find a single solution to use in all situations. For example, current caching and replication schemes for the Web assume that pages are modified at only one location. They are not suited to support Web pages several users actively share, such as shared whiteboards and pages manipulated through groupware editors. Likewise, it is hard to tailor a replication scheme to just a single document, as is needed with mail-distribution lists.

The approach followed in Globe is radically different. Rather than searching for generally applicable replication schemes, each distributed object can adopt its own strategy. Globe offers a library of different replication subobjects (see Figure 2 in the main text) that can be adopted and subsequently fine-tuned separately for each distributed object. When required, new ones can be constructed.

For example, consider the current major application of the Web, namely providing information through a logical Web site, also called a home page. A home page is related to a person, project, consortium, or organization, and is generally the entry point of an entire hypertext document consisting of multiple pages. Typically, in Globe, this document would be modeled as one distributed shared object. The state of such a document consists of the rooted directed graph of individual pages that make up the hypertext document.

Web sites can be very different with respect to the kind of documents they manage. Pages of a personal site rarely require any replication and possibly only short-lived caching. In Globe, the owner of a personal site would group the pages into a single document and provide only a single contact address. When a user binds to that document, its pages (including icons, images, text, and graphics) are transferred to the user’s browser, possibly in parts as in current practice, and are subsequently written to the user’s private cache. Note that there is generally no need to write pages of such a document to a site-wide cache as Web proxies do.

On the other hand, an organization’s Web site might be of an entirely different nature. First, we might assume that its popularity is much higher than that of personal Web sites. Also, in the case of multinational organizations, readers will come from all over the world. In these cases, a primary-backup approach where pages are replicated to a number of mirror sites is useful. The organization’s Web site could be constructed as one or more Web documents, where each document is registered at the location service with multiple contact addresses. The nearest address is always returned to a user. Note that, in Globe, the name of a Web document can be the same everywhere. Also, there is no need to tell the user that there are mirror sites and where these sites are. In contrast to personal Web documents, site-wide caching, as is done by current Web proxies, might now be useful.

There are also Web sites whose content changes rapidly and which might require active replication schemes. For example, Web documents of online news providers might want to use a publish/subscribe type of replication by which subscribers to a provider’s document are notified when news updates occur. This also holds for Web documents related to conferences and other types of timely events. In the current Internet infrastructure, mailing lists can automatically propagate updates to users. Such lists are highly inefficient. In Globe, notification would be an integral part of the Web document, using a multicasting scheme appropriate for that document. Of course, notification could be combined with actively replicating the updates, but this might not be appropriate in all cases.

What we see here are similar Web documents that require very different replication strategies. Personal home pages need not be replicated and should be cached on a per-user basis. Organizational home pages can apply primary-backup replication and should be cached per site. Home pages related to timely events might benefit from a publish-and-subscribe type of replication where clients are notified when updates occur. Unfortunately, such distinctions are presently impossible to make. In Globe, however, each Web document can use a replication strategy tailored to its own characteristics.

Uniform model

A distributed system should provide a consistent and uniform view of how to organize applications built on top of it. DCOM and DCE, for example, support client-server computing using only remote procedure calls (RPCs).1,2 CORBA provides a remote-object model for all its applications.3 Applications built on top of AFS are offered a wide-area file system based on location-transparent naming.4 The Web offers a model of worldwide distributed documents tied together through hyperlinks.

A uniform model contributes to a single-system view. In addition, it should integrate common services such as communication, naming, replication, and so on. Moreover, these services should be included in such a way that all aspects related to the distribution of data, computations, and coordination are effectively hidden from users. In other words, a model should provide distribution transparency. Worldwide systems that integrate common services and support all types of distribution transparency do not currently exist.

More importantly, distribution services at present generally have a single wired-in general-purpose policy. For example, all proxy caches in the Web work the same way. The same holds for caching in AFS. In CORBA and DCE, client proxies are always the same: they forward requests and handle replies.
Related work

There is much academic and industrial activity on the design and implementation of shared data and objects. A shared-data model offers a small set of primitives for reading and writing bytes to shared regions of storage. Typical examples of shared-data models are network file systems and distributed shared memory implementations. The main problem is achieving performance and scalability while keeping data consistent. DSM and storage systems such as Munin and Khazana follow an approach similar to Globe by attaching replication policies on a per-region basis.¹ ² In most DSM systems, performance is improved by relaxing memory consistency.³ The main drawback of the shared-data model is that it simply does not provide the level of abstraction needed for developing distributed applications. Therefore, much attention is being paid to object-based approaches.

Objects come with an architectural model that lends itself well to distributed systems. An object can be seen as a fine-grained service provider. To most developers, this means that an object is naturally implemented through its own server process, which handles requests from clients. This view leads to the remote-object model in which a remote-method invocation is made transparent using RPC-like techniques, as is done in DCOM.⁴ However, this approach is the major obstacle to scale worldwide. The problem is that remote-object invocations cannot adequately deal with network latencies. Additional mechanisms such as object replication and asynchronous method invocations are therefore necessary.

In the Legion system, objects are located in different address spaces, and method invocation is implemented nontransparently through message passing.⁵ The Legion approach is one of the few that explicitly addresses wide-area scalability. The Globus project has developed global pointers to support flexible implementations.⁶ A global pointer is a reference to a remote compute object. The pointer identifies a number of protocols to communicate with the object, of which one is to be selected by the client. Global pointers offer a higher degree of flexibility than the Legion approach.

When it comes to distribution transparency, Legion and Globus fall short. Object request brokers explicitly address transparency. An ORB is a mediator between objects and their clients. Basic ORBs provide only support for language-independent and location-transparent method invocation. CORBA-compliant ORBs offer additional distribution services such as naming, persistence, transactions, and so on.⁷ Unfortunately, CORBA has not yet defined services for transparently replicating objects or for keeping replicas consistent.

When an ORB is responsible for distribution services, we require additional mechanisms independent of the core object model. One such mechanism is the subcontract used in the Spring system.⁸ A subcontract implements an invocation protocol: it describes the effect of a method invocation at the client side in terms of the method invocation at the object’s side. For example, in the case of replication, method invocation by a client might result in the invocation of that method

There is no straightforward way to build more sophisticated proxies.

We need mechanisms for implementing object-specific policies (see the “Related work” sidebar). An object should entirely encapsulate such policies. In Globe, we tackle these problems by providing a model of distributed shared objects. The two main distinctions with existing models are that our objects can be physically distributed, and each object fully encapsulates its own policy for replication, migration, and so on. In Globe, an object is completely self-contained, so that objects for different applications can have replication (and sometimes policies) carefully tailored to their needs. Nevertheless, all implementation aspects are hidden behind its interfaces to achieve distribution transparency.

Flexible implementation framework

The heterogeneity inherent to a wide-area system should preferably be transparent to applications. However, complete transparency is not always a good idea. For example, we might want to make use of a parallel computer in some computations, so where we do the computation matters. A wide-area distributed system should thus make specialized facilities available to applications when needed. For similar reasons, aspects of the underlying network should be made visible—when bandwidth is scarce, it might be better to move data and computations from server to client, as in the case of Java applets.

What we need is a flexible implementation framework: a set of cooperating mechanisms that make up a reusable design for wide-area distributed applications.⁵ It is here that an object-based approach will help. By strictly separating an object’s interface from its implementation, we can construct reusable designs by considering only interfaces. We can tailor design toward a specific application by choosing the appropriate object implementations and, where necessary, extending the design with other objects.⁶ This is the approach we followed in Globe.

Worldwide scalability

A worldwide-scalable distributed system is capable of offering adequate performance in the face of high network latencies, congestion, overloaded servers, limited resource capacity, unreliable communication, and so on. To achieve worldwide scalability, we at least need to provide extensive support for partitioning and replicating objects.⁷

Adequate support for scaling techniques is precisely what current middleware lacks. DCOM, DCE, and CORBA do not provide the tools for replicating objects. In those cases where caching or replication is supported, such as in AFS and the Web, policies are fixed. However, we can find efficient solutions that scale worldwide only if we take application-level consistency into account. Again, this calls for flexibility.

The Globe system

Globe is a wide-area distributed system that we constructed as a middleware layer on top of the Internet, various Unix systems, and Windows NT. We recently finished our initial architectural design, which consists of an object model and a collection of basic support services. The object model allows for the construction of worldwide scalable objects that a vast number of processes can share. Support
services include services for naming and locating objects.

**Globe’s Object Model**

In Globe, processes interact and communicate through distributed shared objects. Each object offers one or more interfaces, with each interface consisting of a set of methods. A Globe object is physically distributed, meaning that its state might be partitioned and replicated across multiple machines at the same time. However, processes are not aware of this: the object completely encapsulates the state and operations on that state. All implementation aspects, including communication protocols, replication strategies, and state distribution and migration, are part of the object and are hidden behind its interface.

For a thread in a process to invoke an object’s method, it must first bind to that object by contacting it at one of the object’s contact points. A contact address describes such a point, specifying a network address and a protocol through which the binding can take place. (Binding results in an interface belonging to the object being placed in the client’s address space, along with an implementation of that interface.) Such an implementation is called a local object. Figure 1 illustrates this model and shows a Globe object distributed across four address spaces.

A distributed object is built from local objects, which reside in a single address space and communicate with local objects in other address spaces. They form a particular implementation of a distributed

---

**Figure 1. Example of an object distributed across four address spaces. A5 is an additional address space.**

---
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object’s interface. For example, a local object might implement an interface by forwarding all method invocations, as in RPC client stubs. A local object in another address space might implement that same interface through operations on a replica of the object’s state.

Our aim is to let application developers concentrate on designing and implementing functionality in terms of objects. Distribution is a different concern, and should be treated separately. For this reason, local objects are constructed in a modular way, to separate issues such as replication and communication from what the object actually does (such as its semantics). We distinguish the following four subobjects, as shown in Figure 2:

- A **semantics subobject** containing the methods that implement the distributed shared object’s functionality,
- A **communication subobject** for sending and receiving messages from other local objects,
- A **replication subobject** containing the implementation of a specific replication policy, and
- A **control subobject** handling the control flow within the local object.

These four subobjects are designed to build scalable distributed shared objects. Of course, we also need support for security, persistence, and other services, which are handled by separate subobjects in our approach. As scalability is the focus of this article, we discuss only the four subobjects listed here.

**Semantics subobject**
The semantics subobject is comparable to objects in middleware such as DCOM and CORBA. It implements (part of) the same functionality the distributed shared object has, thereby ignoring distribution issues. In Globe, a semantics subobject can be implemented in any language; its methods are made available by one or more interfaces. We expect that each subobject implements the standard object interface, which has a role similar to the IUnknown interface in COM. Like IUnknown, the standard object interface provides a method getInterface that returns a pointer to a specified interface.

In principle, the semantics subobjects are the only subobjects a developer must construct. All other parts can either be obtained from libraries or are generated from interface and object descriptions. The only restriction we currently impose is that a control thread is not allowed to block inside a semantics subobject. Instead, a method should return indicating that a condition did not hold. In that case, the control subobject will block the invoking thread, as we explain shortly.

**Replication subobject**
The distributed object’s global state is made up of the state of its various semantics subobjects. In our approach, replication and caching of the semantics subobjects are important techniques for scalability. However, having several copies leads to a consistency problem: changes to one copy make it different from the others. To what extent such inconsistencies can be tolerated depends on the distributed object and the way it is used. Consequently, we need to support coherence protocols on a per-object basis. The replication subobject acts as a placeholder for different protocols and a variety of protocol implementations.

Our basic assumption is that coherence protocols can be expressed in terms of when specific methods of a local semantics subobject copy can be invoked. The replication subobject thus decides when local invocations can take place. Omitting specific details, it offers an interface to the control subobject as shown in Table 1.

In principle, all invocation requests, whether they come from the local client or from the network, are first passed to the replication subobject before the method is invoked at the semantics subobject. When the control subobject receives an invocation request from the local client, it first calls start to allow the replication subobject to synchronize the semantics subobject copies. For example, the coherence protocol might require a token to be acquired before any method invocation at the semantics subobject takes place.

The start method returns a set of actions that the control subobject should take. The return value invoke tells the control subobject to invoke the method at the semantics subobject. Likewise, send instructs the control subobject to pass the marshalled invocation arguments to the replication subobject by subsequently calling send. So, for example, with a replication strategy where a method has to be invoked at all replicas, an implementation of start might return (Invoke, Send), telling the control object to do a local invocation and pass the marshalled invocation request so that it can be sent to other replicas.

The final step is to invoke finish, allowing the replication subobject to synchronize the replicas again (if needed). Again, the finish invocation is determined by the replication subobject, for which it returns finish after the invocation of start or send. Invoking finish generally returns (Return), telling the control subobject that it can pass the method invocation’s return value to the local client.

A distinctive feature of our model is that we allow method invocations at the semantics subobject to block on condition failures. For example, appending

![Figure 2. A distributed object’s general implementation.](image)

**Table 1. Replication interface of a subobject as used by the control subobject.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>start</td>
<td>Called to synchronize replicas of the semantics subobjects, obtain locks if necessary, and so on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invoked</td>
<td>Called after the control subobject has invoked a specific method at the semantics subobject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>send</td>
<td>Provides marshalled arguments of a specific method and passes invocation to local objects in other address spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>finish</td>
<td>Called to synchronize the replicas again, release locks, and so on.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
data to a bounded buffer might fail when the buffer fills—the replication subobject controls concurrent access to the semantics subobject. After invoking a method at the semantics subobject, the control object always calls \texttt{invoked}, informing the replication subobject whether a condition failure occurred, and passing control back to the replication subobject. If necessary, the current thread blocks inside the replication subobject. The replication subobject can then allow other invocations to take place, which might possibly change the state of the semantics subobject such that the blocked thread can continue successively.

**Control subobject**

The control subobject always invokes the semantics subobject’s method. This subobject controls two types of invocation requests: those coming from the local client and those coming in through the network. The control subobject is also responsible for (un)marshalling invocation requests passed between itself and the replication subobject. The control subobject’s interface offered to the local client is the same as the semantics subobject’s (user-defined) interface. In addition, it offers the callback interface to the replication subobject shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{handle_request}</td>
<td>Called to invoke the specified method at the semantics subobject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{getState}</td>
<td>Returns the (marshalled) state of the semantics subobject.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\texttt{setState}</td>
<td>Replaces current state of the semantics subobject with the state passed as an argument.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, when a local client invokes a method at the control subobject, the latter will eventually invoke that method at its local copy of the semantics subobject with permission from the replication subobject. Remote invocation requests—that is, requests that replication subobjects pass in remote address spaces—are eventually passed to the control subobject through \texttt{handle\_request}. The control subobject then simply does the local invocation at the semantics subobject.

**Communication subobject**

The communication subobject, finally, is responsible for handling communication between parts of the distributed object that reside in different address spaces. It is generally a system-provided local object. Depending on what is needed from the other components, the communication subobject offers reliable or best-effort communication, connection-oriented or connectionless communication, and point-to-point or multicast facilities. Like the replication subobject, it offers a standard interface but allows many different implementations of that interface. The most important methods are those for sending and receiving messages, as well as methods to support request and reply semantics.

The main role of our communication subobjects is that they provide a uniform interface to underlying networking and operating systems concerning their communication facilities. By providing a standard interface, we can develop other local objects in a platform-independent way. Communication and replication subobjects are often unaware of the methods and state of the semantics subobject. This independence allows us to define standard interfaces for all replication subobjects and communication subobjects. Consequently, we can implement different policies but keep the interfaces the same. This also means that we can now easily adopt a policy by choosing an appropriate implementation from a library of class objects, which contain the implementation of subobjects—we can then dynamically download that implementation into our local object framework.

**Process-to-object binding**

To communicate through a distributed object, it is necessary for a process to first bind to that object. The result of binding is that the process can directly invoke the object’s methods. In other words, a local object implementing a distributed object’s interface is placed in the requesting process’s address space. Binding itself consists roughly of two distinct phases: finding the distributed object and installing a local object. Figure 3 illustrates this. Finding a distributed object is separated into name and location look-up steps; installing the local object requires that we select a suitable contact address, as well as an implementation for that interface.

**FINDING A DISTRIBUTED OBJECT**

To find a distributed object, a process must pass the object’s name to a naming service. The naming service returns an object handle, which is a location-inde-
dependent and universally unique object identifier, such as a 128-bit number (which is used to locate objects). It can be passed freely between processes as an object reference. It never changes over time and is guaranteed to refer to the same object even years later (if the object still exists). The object handle is given to a location service that returns one or more contact addresses. Globe thus uses a two-level naming hierarchy.

This organization allows us to separate issues related to naming objects from those related to contacting objects. In particular, it is now easy to support multiple and independent object names. Because an object handle does not change once it has been assigned to an object, a user can easily bind a private or locally shared name to an object without ever having to worry that the name-to-object binding will change without notice. On the other hand, an object can update its contact addresses at a location service without having to consider under which name its clients access it.

We can now remove all location information from names, thus making it easier to realize distribution transparency. However, we do require a scalable location service that can handle frequent contact-address updates in an efficient manner. We have designed such a service and are currently implementing a prototype version to test on the Internet.

**INSTALLING A LOCAL OBJECT**

Once a process knows where it can contact the distributed object, it needs to select a suitable address from the ones the location service returns. A contact address might be selected for its locality, but other criteria might determine preference of one address over another. For example, some addresses might belong to difficult-to-reach subnets or to subnets to which only low-bandwidth connections can be established. Other quality-of-service aspects might need to be considered as well. Note that an address selection service is a local service that builds its own administration concerning contact-address quality.

A contact address describes where and how the requested object can be reached. The latter is expressed as a protocol identifier. It specifies a complete stack of protocols that should be implemented on the client’s side to communicate with the distributed object.

Of course, implementation selection might fail if a (trusted) implementation cannot be found. In that case, the binding process returns to the address-selection step, where the next best address is considered.

**Current status**

We built an initial prototype implementation of our system, concentrating on the support for distributed shared objects. Our initial prototype was implemented in ANSI C. We are currently developing a Java-based implementation. Interfaces are written in an interface definition language (IDL). The prototype has an interface compiler that creates a C header file for each interface definition. The interface compiler also generates skeletons for (class) object implementations. A skeleton provides the necessary glue to turn a method invocation on a (local) object into a C function call. The programmer only has to implement one C function for each method.

The interface compiler also generates composite objects. A composite object encapsulates a collection of subobjects and allows them to be treated as a single entity. For example, our local object is constructed as a composition consisting of the four subobjects shown in Figure 2. These four subobjects are written manually with the help of generated skeletons. Generally, replication and communication subobjects are selected from a collection of subobjects supplied with the prototype.

A class object (containing the implementation of a subobject) is stored on the local file system and loaded at runtime into a process’s address space. A configuration file specifies for each class name the file in which the corresponding class object is stored.

Object repositories support persistent distributed shared objects. An object repository provides a distributed object with support for storing its state persistently (on disk). It can activate passivated objects—that is, objects removed from address spaces. An object repository also provides a factory object: a distributed object that creates new persistent objects. An object repository is a simple Unix process that stores the state of the object it manages in a Unix file system. In the prototype, each factory creates only one type of object. During an object repository’s configuration, it specifies what object types it can create.

An application uses a distributed object by binding to it. The prototype provides simple (Unix-style) programs that create and delete distributed objects, list the contents of directories, write and read objects, and so on. Our largest application so far is a Web proxy that converts HTTP requests into method invocations on distributed shared objects. To bind to an object, applications use both location and name services. The location service is implemented as a simple, centralized database. The name service is constructed as a collection of distributed directory objects.

**INITIAL PROTOTYPING EXPERIENCES**

To allow concurrent access to objects, Globe supports multithreading. However, it is well known that correctly programming multithreaded applications is difficult. To minimize problems, we follow an approach in which two types of threads are strictly separated. Pop-up threads, which are used to handle requests coming in through the network, are allowed to invoke only methods from callback interfaces (except for semantics subobject methods). Likewise, threads originating from the local client can invoke only methods from regular interfaces. Furthermore, subobjects are programmed in such a way that critical regions need never be locked while a call is being made to another subobject.

As we explained, we have developed and implemented an IDL. Our IDL is similar to, for example, the CORBA IDL, except that we can also support interface specifications for local objects. Interfaces in C and Java are generated from IDL descriptions. This approach has proven to be highly effective, leading to well-designed subobjects. Nevertheless, the
control subobject currently has to be made by hand, which unnecessarily complicates object construction. It is better to specify the semantics subobject in an object definition language, from which, together with IDL descriptions, we can generate the control subobject. We are currently developing an ODL for Globe.

Being able to implement policies on a per-object basis proved to be highly effective. For example, because we were initially not interested in persistence, we used a single database to store the state of different distributed shared objects. The problem with this approach, which is basically the same as the one followed in CORBA, was that too many policy decisions had to be implemented outside the control of the object being stored. Later, we decided to follow the Globe paradigm more closely (in which each object is in full control of handling its own state). In our current prototype, each object implements its own persistence facilities, as well as the policy that goes along with it. This approach has turned out to be much more flexible and easier to implement and maintain.

The performance of our prototype, which is currently dominated by the time it takes for a process to bind to an object, confirmed that the granularity of distributed shared objects should be relatively large. For wide-area objects, network speed and delay will additionally determine performance, while the semantics subobject’s size determines granularity. Unfortunately, in our model, a replication strategy operates on the entire state as contained in this subobject. This approach is not always appropriate. For example, when a semantics subobject is built from a number of Web pages, including icons, images, text, and graphics, we would like to apply different strategies for different parts of the subobject. Developing each part as a separate distributed shared object has an unacceptable performance penalty. We are currently investigating how we can support composite semantics subobjects whose elements can have separate replication strategies.

A Java-based Prototype for the Web

Based on our first prototyping experiences, we are currently developing an implementation of Globe tailored to support scalable Web documents. A Globe Web document is a collection of logically related Web pages. A page might consist of text, icons, images, sounds, and animations, as well as applets, scripts, and other forms of executable code. Each Globe Web document is constructed as a distributed shared object.

Instead of using C, we chose Java as our implementation language. Constructing a Globe Web document proceeds as follows. The elements that constitute the document (such as text, icons, applets, and graphics) are grouped together into what is called a state archive. As its name suggests, a state archive contains the state of the semantics subobject.

A semantics subobject offers a standard interface. For example, it is possible to add, remove, or replace elements. At present, each element is represented as a byte image and has an associated MIME type. Besides a standard interface for a semantics subobject, we offer a standard implementation of a control subobject and implementations for the interfaces of the replication and communication subobjects. These implementations jointly constitute a template for a Globe Web document’s local object.

Finally, a developer has to choose Java classes that implement the replication and communication subobjects’ interfaces. This leads to one or more class archives. Basically, a class archive contains a Java implementation of a specific replication strategy. The state archive, local object template, and a class archive are then grouped together into a single file from which a local object can be instantiated. If no suitable class is available, the implementer is free to write a new one.

To integrate our documents into the current Web infrastructure, we use a filtering gateway that communicates with standard Web clients (browsers), as shown in Figure 4. The gateway is a proxy that runs on a local server machine and accepts regular HTTP requests for a document. In our model, Globe Web documents are distinguished from other Web resources through naming. A Globe name is written as a URL with Globe as a scheme identifier. For example, globe://cs.vu.nl/~steen/globe/ could be the name of our project’s home document, constructed as a distributed shared object.

The gateway accepts all URLs. Normal URLs are simply passed to existing (proxy) servers, whereas Globe URLs are used to actually bind to the named distributed shared object. Unfortunately, existing browsers cannot handle Globe names, which is why we embed these names in URLs with HTTP as scheme identifiers. In addition, we use Java applets to support interactive documents. We are investigating the use of browser plug-ins to allow browser extensions for support of Globe’s distributed shared objects.
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